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Abstract—We demonstrate for the first time an intensity-modulated direct-detection link using four states of polarization. The four data-independent tributaries are each assigned distinct states of polarization to enable the receiver to separate the signals. Polarization rotation due to propagation over optical fiber is tracked and compensated with simple digital signal processing in Stokes space. Transmission below the forward error correction limit is shown for maximum net bitrates of 100 Gb/s (4 × 27 Gb) and 120 Gb/s (4 × 32 Gb) over 2-km standard single-mode fiber at a center wavelength of 1550 nm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

POLARIZATION multiplexing in the optical domain is a critical technology in current coherent optical transmission systems, as it doubles the amount of information traveling through a single fiber. This idea had been considered since polarization diversity receivers were proposed in 1990 [2], but was not commercially feasible until efficient digital signal processing (DSPs) was presented in 2005 [3]. Analogously, the use of polarization diversity in intensity modulation and direct detections (IM/DDs) optical data links was proposed in 1986 [4], but commercial applications have not been developed yet.

IM/DDs are still the predominant technology in optical data links covering up to tens of kilometers, where simple and cost-effective systems have prevailed. Bitrate requirements in IM/DD links are so far fulfilled by means of parallel optics and wavelength division multiplexings (WDMs); however, the burdensome upgrade requirements of those approaches makes it difficult to keep pace with growing capacity demand. Most research efforts focus on spectrally efficient advanced modulation formats compatible with IM/DDs optics. High-rate baseband demonstrations include [5], [6], where the improvement in spectral efficiency (SE) is achieved with 4-ary pulse amplitude modulation (4-PAM) and duo-binary (first form of partial response modulation) respectively. More sophisticated advanced modulation formats are explored in [7]–[9], with the use of discrete multitone modulation; and in [10] and [11], where passband carrierless amplitude phase modulation is employed. However, the downside with these approaches is that the gains in SE are often overshadowed by the computational load of the processing algorithms and/or the restricted scalability of the transceiver structures.

In this context, polarization diversity has recently arisen as a feasible means to enhance current IM/DD systems and relax their previously mentioned limitations. For instance in self-coherent direct-detection systems, the data and the remote frequency pilot tone(s) are transmitted in a user-defined configuration that may exploit the extra dimensionality to increase the SE and/or simplify the receiver structure [12]–[16]. Despite these improvements, polarization-multiplexed self-coherent IM/DD systems have not yet reached a satisfactory solution that conveniently balances the triple trade-off between SE, the complexity of the transmitter and receiver structures, and computational load. Alternatively, polarization-multiplexed incoherent IM/DD systems represent a fundamentally simpler and more spectrally efficient approach, where the major challenge lies in enabling compact and robust polarization demultiplexing and channel’s polarization-dependent distortions compensation without explicit phase reference after photodetection. Recent contributions in this line include [17], where the author presents a novel DSP algorithm which, by manipulating the Stokes vectors of the received signal, supports the simultaneous transmission of two orthogonal states of polarization (SOP). Based on the receiver structure introduced in [17] and low-complexity DSP, [18] and [19] show simulated high-rate fiber transmissions (up to 100 Gb/s) of multi-level optical signals directly designed in the three-dimensional (3-D) Stokes space. Concerning experimental demonstrations of incoherent polarization-multiplexed IM/DD systems, [20] shows 10-km 1310-nm transmission over standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) of dual-polarization 4-PAM. The Stokes parameters are opto-electrically obtained through a six-photodiode Stokes receiver (see [16]), and a multi-tap adaptive equalizer is employed for polarization demultiplexing and signal equalization.

In this paper, we report on a technique for polarization-multiplexed incoherent IM/DD systems that goes beyond the state of the art by allowing simultaneous transmission of four independent data streams carried by four different SOP. Additionally, a four-photodiode Stokes analyzer (see [21]) is used at the receiver side, enabling the utilization of a simple 4-SOP...
tracking algorithm for successful data recovery. Experimental demonstration shows successful transmission and demodulation after 2-km SSMF at a rate up to 128 Gb/s at a center wavelength of 1550 nm. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first time this multi-polarization transmission system is experimentally proven for high-capacity IM/DD fiber-optic data links. The technique has the potential to be used alongside or in place of current existing technologies for capacity increase and simplification of the receiver structure. For example, client-side optical data links using coarse WDMs (CWDM), can quadruple the throughput per CWDM channel without modifying the WDMs hardware. Alternatively, the induced polarization diversity can be used as a selective factor instead of pass-band optical filtering.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the architecture of the quaternary polarization-multiplexed IM/DD transmission subsystem; highlighting relevant aspects of the transmitter, the receiver and the DSPs chain. Section III provides details on the experimental demonstration; encompassing a description of testbed where the principle was validated, and the presentation and discussion on the results. Finally, Section IV summarizes and concludes our work.

II. QUATERNARY POLARIZATION MULTIPLEXING

The traditional approach to polarization multiplexing is to encode data streams into two linear and orthogonal polarization components (often referred to as X and Y). The orthogonality condition prevents optical interference between the polarized waves in the absence of channel-induced distortion (or after compensation); however, it does not limit a multi-polarization system in number of channels to two. Herard and Lacourt [4] were the first to take advantage of this fact in an optical communication system, experimentally demonstrating a free-space IM/DD link with three SOPs and analog demultiplexing. This was followed by Herard and Lacourt [22], with an extended theoretical analysis accounting for the impact of various factors including polarization mode dispersion and mode coupling on the system’s performance. At that time, no more than three SOPs were used for simultaneous data transmission in IM/DD scenarios, and no algorithm for real-time polarization tracking was presented. In this work, we demonstrate for the first time a quaternary polarization-multiplexed (4-SOP) IM/DD system in a transmission medium in which polarization mixing/rotation occurs, i.e., optical fiber. The inclusion of circular SOPs along with full operation in Stokes space enabled both the addition of a fourth SOP and polarization rotation compensation without the need for phase information.

The next sections describe the proposed 4-SOP system, implementation details of both transmitter and receiver structures, and the DSP chain.

A. Conceptual Description

The proposed 4-SOP system is illustrated conceptually in Fig. 1. Four independently intensity-modulated optical signals in four different SOPs are simultaneously transmitted over SSMF, where the polarization rotates over time [23] (indicated by the vectors in the Poincaré sphere, Fig. 1). At the receiver, the components along SOPs X, 45° and right circular (RC) (or orthogonal counterparts) of the distorted signal are detected, together with the instantaneous total intensity in a standard Stokes analyzer [21]. Subsequently, polarization rotation compensation, demultiplexing and demodulation (processes encompassed within 4-SOP MIMO in Fig. 1) are performed in the digital domain.

B. Mathematical Description

In matrix form, the system up to photodetection (inclusive) can be expressed as:

\[ \text{Out} = \mathbf{H}_{\text{sys}} \text{In}, \]

where \( \mathbf{H}_{\text{sys}} \) is an \( N \times N \) matrix, with \( N \) equal to the number of independent transmitted SOPs, which includes both the channel distortions and the pre-defined input-output SOP configuration. \( \text{In} \) and \( \text{Out} \) constitute the transmitted and received signals respectively. \( \text{In} \) is constructed with the \( N \) independently modulated intensity waveforms. \( \text{Out} \) is composed of the observed four system outputs after photodetection, and it results from the transformation of the transmitted intensity signals through \( \mathbf{H}_{\text{sys}} \).

Despite the complex nature of the Jones calculus, the real transfer function of the proposed 4-SOP IM/DD system (\( \mathbf{H}_{\text{sys}} \)) can be readily calculated from the normalized Jones vectors.\(^1\)

\(^1\)Its mathematical expression is given by \( \mathbf{v} = \left( \cos \theta e^{i\phi} \sin \theta \right) \), where \( \theta \) is the rotation angle of the propagating field with respect to the reference orthogonal polarization components X and Y; and \( \phi \) indicates their phase difference (relative phase).
of the transmitted and received SOP sets in two steps. First the field transfer function is calculated:

\[
G = \begin{pmatrix}
    v_{RX1} \\
v_{RX2} \\
v_{RX3} \\
v_{RX4}
\end{pmatrix}
H_{\text{dist}} \left( \begin{pmatrix}
    v_{TX1}^T \\
v_{TX2}^T \\
v_{TX3}^T \\
v_{TX4}^T
\end{pmatrix} \right), \quad (2)
\]

where \(v_{TXj}\) and \(v_{RXj}\) are the \(1 \times 2\) normalized Jones vectors of the \(j\)th transmitted and received SOPs, respectively, and \(H_{\text{dist}}\) is the \(2 \times 2\) Jones matrix that represents the linear distortions undergone by the field along propagation over fiber. Second, the intensity system matrix is obtained from \(G\) with the following Hadamard product:

\[
H_{\text{sys}} = G \circ G^*. \quad (3)
\]

In the absence of channel distortions or after their compensation, \(H_{\text{sys}}\) strictly describes the transfer function of the ideal 4-SOP transmission system (introduced in Section II-C as the mapping matrix). In this case, if \(v_{TXj} = v_{RXj} \forall j\) and when linear SOPs are used, \(H_{\text{sys}}\) can be conveniently constructed by direct evaluation of Malus’s law \(2\) \({\cite{4}}\).

It is apparent from Eq. (1) that \(H_{\text{sys}}\) must be invertible in order to make demultiplexing possible. Because the channel properties cannot be changed as part of the design procedure, careful choice of transmitted and received SOPs \((v_{TXj} \text{ and } v_{RXj})\) is the only method to assure the existence of \(H_{\text{sys}}^{-1}\). By inserting Eq. (2) into Eq. (3) for different SOP configurations, the reversibility of \(H_{\text{sys}}\) can be studied under the assumption of perfect compensation of the channel distortions (i.e., \(\det(H_{\text{sys}}) \neq 0\) for \(H_{\text{dist}} = I_2\)).

C. Transmitter

Recalling the findings in \(4\): when linear SOPs are used as the selective agents for signal (de)multiplexing in an IM/DD system, the maximum achievable diversity equals three. When this limit is exceeded with extra linear SOPs, the three characteristic parameters of the carriers’ polarization (amplitude of the projections on the perpendicular polarization planes and rotation angle) cannot be calculated from the received intensities without ambiguity because they are not mutually independent \(4\), \(22\). This leads to an impractical system with irreversible generation process and then, to the misconception that no more than three SOPs can be jointly transmitted and demultiplexed.

Scaling the system beyond three polarizations requires the aggregate SOP to be described by strictly more than three independent parameters. Mathematically, this allows the construction of the characteristic matrix (whose coefficients are associated with physically meaningful independent variables) of a consistent system of more than three equations with a unique solution. This matrix is referred as mapping matrix and its inverse as demapping matrix \((H_{\text{sys}}\) and \(H_{\text{sys}}^{-1}\) in Section II-B). In this work, the four transmitted Jones vectors (see \(v_{TXj}\) in Eq. (2)) employed in the experimental demonstration which enabled the existence of the demapping matrix were \(X, Y, 45^\circ\) and left circular \((LC)\):

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
    X \\
    Y
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
    \cos \frac{\pi}{4} & \sin \frac{\pi}{4} \\
    \sin \frac{\pi}{4} & \cos \frac{\pi}{4}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
    1 \\
    0
\end{pmatrix}, \quad (4)
\]

From Eq. (4), it is clear that we indirectly exploit the optical phase as independent parameter by encoding part of the information on a circular SOP. Operating on the optical phase through SOP manipulation avoids the use of complex and costly coherent receivers. This particular configuration (along with the corresponding one at the receiver side) makes demultiplexing possible for up to four different SOPs that now can be simultaneously transmitted over the same medium.

Besides the conditions for assuring the reversibility of the multiplexing process, the choice of transmitted SOPs directly depends on the approach for compensating the channel-induced distortions; which, in turn, defines the final receiver design. This is discussed in the next section.

D. Receiver

During propagation over short-reach fiber links, the transmitted polarization undergoes various distortions. Joint compensation of such detrimental effects demands acting on all four characteristic parameters of the received signal’s time-varying SOP. Consequently, provided that phase information is lost after opto-electrical conversion, a quaternary polarization-diversity receiver is necessary irrespective of the multiplexing dimensionality. This represents the first rule for the receiver design of the proposed polarization-multiplexed IM/DD system, being the 4-SOP setting the only 100% hardware efficient (four independent inputs by four photodetectors). The simplest structure for the 4-SOP direct-detection receiver comprises a one-to-four power splitter prior to a fixed set of polarizers, which provide the intended polarization diversity between the various signal copies. Each of the branches ends with respective photodetectors for subsequent digitization and processing in the digital domain (see Section II-E).

It is noteworthy that the polarization filtering stage constitutes the only (optical) processing variable at the receiver, becoming the sole degree of freedom for manipulating the data before acquisition. Thereby, its concrete configuration and its relation with the transmitted SOPs, have a relevant influence on the selection and simplicity of the DSP algorithm for polarization tracking and demultiplexing. Two configuration options are considered here.

1) Option 1: In this mode, transmitter and receiver SOPs are the same \((v_{TXj} = v_{RXj} \forall j)\). Pre-defined training sequences are transmitted on each of the four distinct SOPs, the channel matrix is then estimated through direct calculation of the input-output transfer function. This transfer function includes the channel-induced polarization distortions and, alternatively, the static mapping matrix (see Section II-C).
Despite the conceptual simplicity and robustness, impairment compensation and demultiplexing require periodic inversion of the channel matrix, greatly increasing the processing load. Moreover, the temporal discontinuity of the channel estimation prevents the system from tracking fast polarization changes, and establishes a trade-off between the effective bitrate and the accuracy of the compensation.

2) **Option 2**: Three of the polarizers at the receiver are aligned to X or Y, 45° or 135° and RC or LC respectively. The remaining photodiode captures the instantaneous total power (no polarizer). This general structure is named *Stokes analyzer*, and enables the determination of the Stokes parameters from the measured intensities through linear transformation:

\[
\begin{align*}
S_0 &= I_{\text{TOTAL}} \\
S_1 &= 2I_{X/Y} - S_0 \\
S_2 &= 2I_{45/135} - S_0 \\
S_3 &= 2I_{RC/LC} - S_0.
\end{align*}
\]  

(5)

This approach aims (simplifying) the construction of the Stokes parameters in the subsequent processing stage (digital in this work). Their direct manipulation makes possible the exploitation of the good properties of the Stokes space for SOP characterization and demultiplexing [24]. However, operating in the Stokes space also implies a change to a coordinate system in which orthogonal SOPs differ from the ones in the standard real space. This observation turns of great importance in the proposed system, where four interfering SOPs are simultaneously transmitted. Orienting the transmitted polarized light beams toward orthogonal Stokes coordinates avoids undesired intermediate transformations (extra processing) and greatly facilitates symbol detection (see Section II-E). This is the reason for the particular set of transmitted Jones vectors indicated in Section II-C, Eq. (4).

For this study, the polarizers of the *Stokes analyzer* are aligned to X, 135° and RC. The corresponding Jones vectors describing the polarization of the field at the input of the Stokes analyzer’s branches are \((v_{R,X})\) in Eq. (2):

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
X \\
Y \\
X \\
135 \\
RC
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
= \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 \\
\cos \frac{\pi}{4} & \sin \frac{\pi}{4} \\
\cos \frac{\pi}{4} & -\sin \frac{\pi}{4}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(6)

The SOP configuration described by Eqs. (4) and (6) maximizes the number of orthogonal (in the Stokes space) transmitted SOPs while assuring the existence of the demapping matrix; and minimizes the order of the resulting multilevel signals after photodetection under perfect alignment conditions. The latter is convenient for the initial system optimization.

As mentioned, the required digital processing depends strongly (structure and computational load) on the concrete the SOP-wise design of the system. The following analyses and results relate to the *Option 2* architecture, whose potential allows for blind tracking and demultiplexing of the propagated SOPs without matrix inversion. These and other relevant aspects of the DSP chain are introduced in the next section.

**E. Digital Receiver—Stages and Considerations**

The DSP chain described in this section relates to one of the possible solutions for satisfactory pre-FEC data demodulation in the proposed 4-SOP IM/DD subsystem; and it includes what the authors consider to be the necessary stages with the optimum succession order. For the readers’ convenience, the schema of the full DSP chain is included in appendix.

The subdivision of the DSP chain is composed of three blocks: (i) general front-end correction, (ii) polarization tracking plus channel rotation compensation and (iii) demultiplexing. The first block accounts for the always-necessary signal conditioning:

1) **Resampling**: The four captured sequences are resampled to the minimum number of integer samples per symbol.

2) **Filtering**: Out-of-band noise and (possible) undesired spectral components caused by signal–signal beating in the photodetector are attenuated for signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) maximization.

The second block covers every action related to the polarization tracking/demultiplexing algorithm. These include individual corrections of the measured intensities, which relate to expectable penalties due to the experimental implementation. The target here is maximizing the accuracy of the subsequent calculation of Stokes parameters (see Section II-D, Eq. (5)).

1) **Time skew**: Skews originating both at the transmitter and receiver sides have different though critical impact on the appropriate functioning of the system. The skew at the transmitter cannot be easily corrected by DSP (at the receiver) and it requires precise symbol synchronization between the independent signal generators up to the fiber input. It determines the quality of the received multilevel signals, affecting both the cleanliness of the levels and the sampling-point deviation tolerance. The skew at the receiver does not alter the multilevel signal’s quality as described above, but their respective time alignment. Because the calculation of all the Stokes parameters depends on the measured instantaneous total power, misalignments of sufficient magnitude between symbol periods can severely affect the performance and even prevent demodulation. Additionally, given that the received power is not affected by the considered polarization-dependent impairments, \(S0\) becomes a robust convenient reference for common optimum sampling selection irrespective of the severity of the distortion. This underscores the need for accurate symbol synchronization across all the branches of the *Stokes analyzer*, where preceding frame/coarse synchronization is understood. Note that, unlike transmitter skew, the receiver’s skew is independent of the baudrate and the chromatic dispersion even when independent laser sources are employed.

2) **Scaling**: The ratios between the measured intensity waveforms are crucial for determining the mixing coefficients. Performing individual power (or amplitude)
normalization of the captured intensities is a mistake that surely leads to incorrect impairment compensation and demultiplexing. It follows that differences in the responsivities of the four photodiodes are detrimental and need to be equalized. Variations of the respective responsivities reflect as wrong proportions among the signal amplitudes that yield distorted eye diagrams when combined for creating the Stokes parameters.

3) **DC offset:** Different photodiodes may also show disparate output dc components for the same input optical power. Even with equalized responsivities, uncompensated dc components may accumulate when calculating the Stokes parameters, producing asymmetric and/or offseted eye-diagrams. Unless addressed, this effect modifies the optimum decision boundaries, hence compromising the performance and stability of the blind SOP demultiplexing algorithm.

It is possible that the response of the photodiodes vary with the input power level. In such case, scaling factors and dc compensation values should be adjusted according to the received optical power for improved SOP tracking and symbol error rate. After the aforementioned corrections, the transformation of the intensities to Stokes parameters is performed as indicated in Eq. (2). From this step on, the DSP operates on the Stokes space.

4) **Timing recovery and sampling point** Standard Gardner timing recovery and maximum-variance decimation is performed on the four Stokes parameters [25]. As mentioned in the Skew description, the invulnerability of S0 to polarization-dependent distortions enables employing it as robust reference for common optimum sampling point and phase correction estimation. This is conditioned to precise skew compensation and negligible deviation between sampling instants across the four branches.

The Mueller matrix of the end-to-end channel response is blindly estimated in the next stage (\( \mathbf{M}_{\text{dist}} \), and \( \mathbf{H}_{\text{dist}} \) in Jones calculus\(^3\)). Because polarization distortions along propagation reflect as 3-D rotations of the Stokes space coordinate system, the channel’s Mueller matrix reduces to the standard rotator form:

\[
\mathbf{M}_{\text{dist}} = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & S_{11} & S_{12} & S_{13} \\
0 & S_{21} & S_{22} & S_{23} \\
0 & S_{31} & S_{32} & S_{33}
\end{pmatrix},
\]

where \( S_{ij} \) for \( i, j \in \mathbb{Z} \) are real-valued coefficients which quantize the normalized coupling factors between the Stokes parameters \( i \) and \( j \).

The following algorithm to find \( \mathbf{M}_{\text{dist}} \) is inspired in the work in [17], where a blind method for tracking a single Stokes vector was proposed; hence permitting polarization rotation compensation of two orthogonal Jones vectors in IM/DD systems. The novelty introduced in this work resides in the capability to measure the channel-induced rotations on all the three Stokes vectors (i.e., \( S_{ij} \forall i, j \)). This extension enables simultaneous, simple and blind polarization tracking and demultiplexing beyond two SOPs which, additionally, are not restricted to be orthogonal. The next item elaborates on the details of the tracking process.

This is supported with Fig. 2, where simulated (colored) histograms of the normalized Stokes parameters \( S1 \) (see Fig. 2(a)) and \( S2 \) (see Fig. 2(b)) are shown for perfect transmitter-receiver SOP alignment. Experimental results (grey) are presented for the sake of comparison. Note that the symmetry around zero of the histogram in Fig. 2(b) is due to the fact that only the 45° SOP is transmitted and not the 135° counterpart. This contrasts with \( S1 \) given that both \( X \) and \( Y \) are employed. In this regard, \( S2 \) and \( S3 \) exhibit similar histograms.

5) **SOP tracking** Zero-power symbol detection is performed prior to the power normalization of the Stokes vectors. The former is done through direct thresholding on \( S0 \)’s lowest-power level. The samples below threshold are demapped to the corresponding bit tuple, and the respective values are removed from the four Stokes sequences. This avoids creating mathematical indeterminations in the following normalization by \( S0 \).

Normalizing the Stokes vectors by \( S0 \) is a key operation with one main implication: it makes polarized components show maximum power, i.e., they lie on the surface of the Poincaré sphere (green-colored observations in Fig. 2). If the transmitted SOPs are aligned with the polarizers of the Stokes analyzer, all their individual power is projected onto the respective (single) Stokes vector in the absence of distortions (green-colored groups of points around ±1 in Fig. 2). This is the observation governing the tracking algorithm.

The above mentioned distortions in the proposed 4-SOP system can be subdivided into (i) mapping- and (ii) channel-dependent. When mapping independent random data, those instants in which the bit combination excites two or more interfering SOPs simultaneously (e.g., \( X \) and 45°) will appear as partially polarized components. As these aggregate SOPs are not aligned with the reference coordinates of the Stokes analyzer, they will generate additional projections on the orthogonal axes with less than unity power (blue-colored observations in Fig. 2). These power levels hinder the detection of the polarized instants (notice level overlapping in the grey-colored experimental data), which are the reference for the estimation of the channel characteristic matrix as explained in the next paragraph. The separation between the projections of polarized and partially polarized components is increased when the number of orthogonal (in both domains) transmitted SOPs is maximized (subjected to the existence of demapping matrix). This underlines the reasoning behind the transmitter-receiver structure used in the present work (see Section II-C matrix 4 and Section II-D matrix 6).

Second, when the channel induces undesired polarization-dependent effects it causes a virtual 3-D rotation of the Stokes-space coordinate system. Consequently, the power

\(^3\)For Jones-to-Mueller conversion: \( \mathbf{M} = \mathbf{A} (\mathbf{J} \otimes \mathbf{J}^*) \mathbf{A}^{-1} \), where \( \mathbf{M} \) and \( \mathbf{J} \) are the Mueller and Jones matrices respectively and \( \mathbf{A} \) is given by:

\[
\mathbf{A} = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & -1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & i & -i & 0
\end{pmatrix}.
\]
of a transmitted polarized light beam is not projected on a single Stokes vector which, instead, spreads among the three dimensions. The absolute deviation from unity power along the intended Stokes vector (together with the leakage on the others) constitutes the error signal magnitude, representing a quantization of the channel-induced polarization-dependent impairments in one of the three dimensions. Note that the calculation of the error signal is based on the relative power deviation with respect to a normalized magnitude, thereby the possibility to run the algorithm directly on payload (blind operation). The sign-sensitive error signal is then included in a standard normalized least mean square (NLMS) adaptive filter calculation. The objective of the iterative NLMS process is to converge to a filter that mimics the rotation undergone by the one Stokes analyzer's reference axis being observed. The affected axis/Stokes vector is then de-rotated (see Channel distortion compensation), and the transmitted SOPs (exclusively depending on such dimension) can be successfully demultiplexed and demodulated. The process is repeated in series for any two Stokes vectors, where the alternation is triggered by a simple zero-power exception indicating that the orthogonal SOP has been transmitted (green-colored observations around 0 in Fig. 2). Conveniently, the third orthogonal coordinate can be obtained through the cross-product of the previously estimated vectors. After full convergence, the algorithm locks, enabling simple, continuous and blind tracking in the whole Stokes space.

It is worth remarking that the algorithm described here is a tracking tool and, therefore, it needs initialization. The alternatives and main aspects concerning such initialization process are not covered in this paper.

6) **Channel distortion compensation:** During SOP tracking the 3-D rotation of the Stokes space as consequence of the distortions induced by the channel is characterized and quantified. Equivalently, a new rotated coordinate system is obtained. Assuming the inability to dynamically change the SOPs at the transmitter/receiver, we need to perform digital de-rotation of the received Stokes vectors. This is generally done by applying the inverse channel matrix, with the consequent increase of the computational cost (which becomes heavier the faster the polarization changes to be tracked become). However, given that rotations do not break the orthogonality condition among the coordinate vectors in the Stokes space, the inverse is readily calculated with standard matrix transposition:

\[
M_{\text{dist}}^{-1} = M_{\text{dist}}^T = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & S_{11} & S_{21} & S_{31} \\
0 & S_{12} & S_{22} & S_{32} \\
0 & S_{13} & S_{23} & S_{33}
\end{pmatrix}.
\] (8)

This property, which helps maintain a low computational load, becomes crucial for the implementation feasibility of the proposed 4-SOP IM/DD architecture. After transposition, the matrix is applied on the received Stokes sequences. From this step on, transmitter and receiver are assumed perfectly aligned (no channel distortions).

The third and last block deals with static polarization demultiplexing (Demultiplexing). This stage comprises Stokes-to-intensity transformation and demapping matrix application. Because both mentioned transformation matrices are known a priori, no real-time inversion is involved. The two aforementioned processes can be done separately, or they can be collapsed into a single pre-defined and static matrix multiplication. In both cases, the four SOPs are decoupled and the estimated transmitted intensity waveforms are retrieved. The inputs are the Stokes parameters at the output of the channel compensation step (Channel distortion compensation) irrespective of the approach:

1) **Two steps:** First, the input Stokes parameters are transformed into intensities through Eqs. (5). After that, the demapping matrix \(H_{\text{sys}}^{-1}\) for \(H_{\text{dist}} = I_2\) is applied.
2) One step: The matrix $4$ is converted to Stokes parameters, and its inverse is directly applied on the input Stokes parameters without intermediate, and exp conversion to intensity waveforms through Eqs. (5). For the particular transmitted SOP configuration shown in (4), the one de-multiplexing matrix is given by:

$$
M_{demux} = \begin{pmatrix}
0.5 & 0.5 & -0.5 & -0.5 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0.5 & -0.5 & -0.5 & -0.5 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}.
$$

(9)

The chain is ended with a single-threshold slicer and error counting (Demodulation) before forward error correction (FEC).

Note that other features/technologies can be added on top (e.g., nonlinear equalization for quadratic noise compensation or support for higher-order modulation formats) or in place (e.g., multi-dimensional clustering algorithms for joint Stokes vectors tracking) of the presented stages. However, the proof-of-concept experimental demonstration was realized with the strictly necessary modules for the sake of simplicity and worst-(non-optimum)-case evaluation.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION

The proposed $4$-SOP $1$M/DB transmission subsytem was validated for two different baudrate configurations ($4 \times 27$ GBd and $34 \times 2$ GBd for a net throughput of $100$ and $120$ Gb/s, respectively). Its performance is evaluated over $2$-km SSMF in terms of bit-error rate (BER). Additionally, the stability of the SOP tracking algorithm is evaluated under stringent polarization change conditions [23]. This section contains the description of the experimental setup and the discussion on the collected results.

A. Testbed

Fig. 3 shows the schematic of the experimental setup. At the transmitter side, four distributed feedback lasers (DFB$_{x \ldots y}$) with $193.2–5$ THz center frequencies are used as light sources.

Frequency spacing is used to ensure incoherent power addition after their beating in the receiver’s photodiodes. The outputs of the DFBs are externally modulated with four integrated Mach–Zehnder modulators (MZM) with $\sim 30$-GHz analog bandwidth. Note that the system exclusively requires intensity modulation, opening for the use of other external-modulation devices or direct-modulation techniques. The MZMs are electrically driven by two pulse pattern generator (PPG) modules, delivering a total of four independent $27$ GBd ($107$ Gb/s; gross bitrate) or $32$ GBd ($128$ Gb/s; gross bitrate) non-return-to-zero data streams with $3$ Vpp. Pseudorandom binary sequences of length $2^{15} - 1$ are used, and fine symbol synchronization is attained with electrical delay lines. No DSP is employed at the transmitter. Finally, each of the modulated optical outputs from the MZMs is aligned to the chosen SOPs (X, Y, 45 and LC) with polarization controllers (PCs) and combined by means of standard $4 \times 1$ optical couplers.

The output from the transmitter is passed through a power equalization stage before fiber transmission. This stage comprises an erbium-doped fiber amplifier operated in saturation regime ($\sim 5$ dB noise figure) plus a variable optical attenuator. This structure allows for compensation of the disparate MZMs insertion losses in our transmitter, in no case providing input-output optical gain. After equalization, the signal is launched into $2$-km SSMF for transmission. A polarization scrambler is installed at the end of the link for evaluating the performance of the polarization tracking algorithm.

At the receiver side, the signal is detected with a Stokes analyzer with $\sim 30$ GHz analog bandwidth. The top branch (see Fig. 3) measures the instantaneous total power ($SO$), the other three include PCs and polarizers for realizing polarization filtering as described in Section II-D. After opto-electrical conversion in the photodiodes, the electrical signal is digitized by an 80-GS/s 25-GHz 3-dB BW real-time sampling scope (DSO) for later offline processing. The DSP at the receiver consists of the following modules: general front-end correction, Stokes-based compensation of the channel-induced polarization distortions plus de-multiplexing, and error counting (see Section II-E for detailed explanation).

B. Results

Fig. 4(a) shows the BER performance of the system versus input power into the receiver for perfect polarization rotation compensation. Measured curves for both back-to-back (B2B) and transmission after $2$-km SSMF are presented for the two cases of study, i.e., gross bitrates of $108$ and $128$
Gb/s. Hard-decision 7% and 20% overhead FEC thresholds (4.4 × 10^{-3} and 1.1 × 10^{-2}, respectively) are depicted as reference.

Below-FEC transmission is attained for both 27 and 32 Gbd irrespective of the overhead and the reach (B2B or transmission). For 27 Gbd, the B2B receiver sensitivity at 100 Gb/s net bitrate (7% FEC) is ~4.4 dBm, with no significant signal degradation or transmission penalty. The 32 Gbd B2B case exhibits very similar performance to 27 Gbd at the received power levels of interest (up to ~5 dBm; right below-FEC region), with a minimum power sensitivity for 100 Gb/s net bitrate (20% FEC) of ~3.7 dBm. Nevertheless, the transmission penalty after 2-km SSMF approaches ~0.5 dB, thereby increasing the pre-FEC power sensitivity to a range comparable to that of 27 Gbd 7% FEC. The observed similarity in the power budget margin could be argued to favor 4-SOPx27G over 4-SOPx32G in IM/DD scenarios targeting 100 Gb/s. This statement is based on the presumably lower latency and complexity of the 7% FEC, and the more relaxed constraints concerning the end-to-end bandwidth availability.

The experimental assessment of the Stokes-based polarization tracking algorithm is done with the help of an inline polarization scrambler. The fastest rotation rate the scrambler can achieve is on the order of radians per second, which is much slower than what can be detected within our DSOs maximum observation window. This means that, even using the maximum-available storage memory, one single frame could not capture fast enough transitions to evaluate the software in realistic polarization-change conditions. Therefore, short traces are periodically stored, where the period time determines the equivalent polarization rotation speed observed by the system (for fixed scrambler settings). After calculating the rotation matrix based on one set of frames, it remains constant during the mentioned storage period. This pseudo-continuous (fast periodic) routing, allows scrambler-independent software testing for flexible rotation speeds. Particularly in our experimental characterization, a total of 120 frames of 16 000 bits each were processed every 75 ms (9 s), resulting in an equivalent angular speed in the order of Mrad/s. The maximum SOP tracking convergence depth was set to 2000 samples.

Fig. 4(b) illustrates the accumulated BER over time for the 4-SOPx32Gbd configuration at 25.5 dB SNR per symbol, subjected to the aforementioned microsecond-timescale polarization rotations. This particular case is deemed representative of worst/poor-case system performance. The results show stable ~10^{-3} BER after system initialization, which is achieved by forcing perfect transmitter-receiver alignment during the first frames. The curves obtained with and without the polarization tracking algorithm clearly show: (i) the need for rotation compensation to accomplish correct signal recovery and (ii) the successful and stable below-FEC performance achieved with the proposed algorithm under conditions far more demanding than can be expected in 2-km SSMF transmission links [23].

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented the first experimental demonstration of an IM/DD optical subsystem that simultaneously uses four distinct SOP for transmitting four independent data streams. This demonstration goes beyond both the traditional approach to polarization multiplexing (X and Y) and the common belief that the potential number of simultaneous polarizations in such a link is three at most. Our approach has the potential to be used alongside or in place of existing technologies (e.g., WDM or advanced modulation formats) for simplification of the receiver structure or per-channel capacity increase. The DSP at the receiver operates on the Stokes space to account for general polarization states, their rotation during transmission, and proper demultiplexing upon reception. In fact, operating in Stokes space is what allows tracking and compensation of polarization rotation without requiring any phase information with low computational load, which enables application in real scenarios. The system is validated for two different baudrate configurations, i.e. 4 × 27 Gbd (108 Gb/s) and 4 × 32 Gbd (128 Gb/s). Transmission below FEC limit is shown for both cases over 2-km SSMF at a center wavelength of 1550 nm.
APPENDIX

4-SOP DSP SCHEMA

1) Signal conditioning
   - Resampling.
   - Matched/low-pass filtering.

2) Front-end correction
   - Time skew.
   - Photodiodes’ (PD) responsivity normalization.
   - Direct current (DC) offset.

3) Stokes space processing
   - Intensity vectors to Stokes parameters conversion (see Eqs. (5)).
   - Timing recovery and decimation from Stokes parameters.
   - Polarization tracking.
     - Zero-power discriminator: find and demodulate/store trivial zero-power cases.
     - Normalize Stokes parameters by $S_0$.
     - Initialize the channel’s Mueller matrix if needed.
     START LOOP
     - Estimate/update decision thresholds on the normalized Stokes parameters (see Fig. 2).
     - Evaluate one normalized Stokes parameter. 
       \( \sim \pm 1 \) Calculate the sign-dependent error signal and update the values \( (S_{ij}) \) of the channel’s Mueller matrix \( (M_{dist}) \) (see [17] for the mathematical formulation of the error signal and the update rule). START LOOP.
       \( \sim 0 \) Restart the evaluation step for the next normalized Stokes parameter.
     END LOOP (iterate until convergence)
     - Channel distortion compensation
       - Transpose the estimated channel matrix \( (M_{dist}^{-1} = M_{dist}^T) \) and apply it to the received Stokes parameters to compensate for the channel distortions.

4) Demultiplexing (either two-step or one-step approach. See Section II-E Demultiplexing).

5) Demodulation.
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